The effect of sentinel lymph node biopsy on the Nottingham Prognostic Index in breast cancer patients.
The Nottingham Prognostic Index (NPI) is a prognostic variable suitable for the stratification of breast cancer patients for adjuvant systemic treatment. The impact of sentinel node biopsy (SNB) and of the assessment of nodal involvement was evaluated in 136 successful SNB procedures completed by axillary dissection (AD). The three strategies assessed included SNB and AD in all cases, AD only in SN-positive cases, and AD only if the SN contained macrometastases. Isolated tumour cells in lymph nodes were regarded either as metastases or as negative findings. The success rate and accuracy of SNB were 90% and 96%, respectively. The NPI was influenced by variations in the surgical staging strategy and the definition of nodal involvement, in at most, five patients. Adjuvant systemic treatment, indicated on the basis of the NPI is less influenced by staging strategies and definitions of metastases than that given on the basis of nodal status alone.